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When people are healthy, feel well and have lots of energy they are  
more productive, have less sick days and are more engaged at work.

At Mission Nutrition, we understand that just KNOWING  
what you ‘should be’ doing isn’t enough to encourage people  
to move towards healthier ways of living. Practical tools and  
skills are required to make those changes happen, and to  
make changes last.

Our expert team of Dietitians and Nutritionists take a holistic 
approach to wellbeing and offer a range of services to inspire, 
motivate and up skill your staff so they can make positive  
changes to the way they live, that last. 

SOME OF THE COMPANIES WE WORK WITH

Finding ways to help your staff eat well, sleep well,  
keep active and manage stress will ensure that  
they are able to perform at their best for you. 

“Mission Nutrition has delivered a number of nutrition workshops to our  
partners and staff at Simpson Grierson. The delivery was outstanding with just 
the right combination of education and audience participation. Lawyers can be 
a tough crowd but the presenter was confident, humorous and knows her topic 

thoroughly — feedback from attendees was always 100% positive. Mission 
Nutrition was a pleasure to deal with in the lead up to each workshop.  

They were helpful in providing advice as to appropriate topics and were  
always well organised on the day, making my job a lot easier.”

Simpson Grierson

Fletcher Construction

WORKPLACE WELLNESS

Mission Nutrition also 
works closely with exercise 
advisors, sleep specialists, 
psychologists and coaches 
who would also be able to 
assist you with your health 
and wellness program. 

WHAT MISSION  
NUTRITION 
OFFERS 

Claire Turnbull – Director Mission Nutrition

“Thank you for a motivating, inspiring and entertaining presentation!  
You have a fantastic way of delivering information, making it fun and  

easy to understand. Can’t wait to have you back” 

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU 

  Inspiring workshops  
and webinars

 Food demonstrations 

  Key note speakers for 
conferences and events 

  Nutrition/health  
consultations onsite
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BACK TO BALANCE  
– Keeping well in a busy world  

High-pressure environments, busy  
lives and fast-paced living have 
conditioned us to accept feeling 
stressed and tired as the norm. But 
how can we do our best work when our 
batteries are running on empty? Food 
and mental wellbeing are inextricably 
linked, so this workshop is all about 
giving your team the support they need 
to make supportive, nurturing choices 
for resilience, wellbeing and to bring a 
healthy balance back into their life.  
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THE ENERGY INJECTION  
— Eat well, sleep well and boost 
brain power!

Feeling tired is just a part of modern 
living, right? What if we told you: it 
doesn’t have to be that way. It is absolutely 
possible to feel energised, focused and 
inspired – even after 3pm! If you find  
your workplace productivity is often 
fueled by caffeine or sugar and could 
do with a motivation boost, then this 
workshop is the energy injection it 
actually needs. Understand why those 
3pm slumps hit and learn practical  
tips on how to boost energy – and 
productivity – to power your team 
through the work day and beyond.
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OUR SIGNATURE WORKSHOPS AND WEBINARS 

Mission Nutrition offers entertaining, interactive workshops  
and webinars based on up to date, evidenced based advice.  
Our approach is down to earth, practical and realistic.

WORKSHOPS  
& WEBINARS

  We can cater specifically to the 
needs and interests of your 
organisation 

   We can run sessions onsite at  
your workplace, or as webinars  
for groups of any size

  Most of our sessions are typically 
an hour, but we  can adapt them  
to be shorter or longer as needed

  We are happy to run sessions in  
the morning, any time during the 
day or in the evening 

  Handouts with top tips and healthy  
ideas are available for each session 

  Everyone who attends the session  
will get a free back copy of the 
Healthy Food Guide magazine, plus 
we will send a goody bag worth over 
$80 to give away at the workshop 

  We can offer you a flyer to help you 
promote the workshop/webinar

  You can also choose to include  
a food demonstration as part  
of your workshop 

   We can run one off sessions or  
do a range for you through the  
year — discounted rates apply 
when multiple sessions are booked.

NUTRITION UNCOVERED  
— 10 things you NEED to know

This is a fantastic, action-packed, myth-
busting workshop which can’t be missed!  
It’s hard to know the facts these days 
with all the information out there flying 
around causing confusion. We look at all 
the hot topics! Whether you should quit 
sugar, eat paleo, go gluten or dairy free  
or cut back on carbs? Should you lift 
weights or not, take a sports drink to the 
gym or have a protein shake? How much 
water do you actually need to drink? Is 
caffeine ok? Are supplements necessary? 
The best part is, we can tailor 10 
questions to the needs of your staff too, 
based on what they really want to know 
so we can cover anything you need!
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DESKTOP DINING   
— Eating well at work 

Choosing enticing yet healthy and cost 
effective lunches and snacks for work 
can be hard. This practical, engaging 
workshop will get everyone motivated 
and inspired with new healthy ideas 
to eat at work, even at busy or high 
pressure times. We can even include  
a food demonstration where we make  
a healthy lunch for everyone to see  
just how easy it can be to put something 
healthy and delicious together. It doesn’t 
have to be difficult to make good choices, 
and we will show your team how the  
right foods can support them through  
a productive work day! 
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RESTART & KICKSTART  
— Get your health and  
wellbeing on track

This is the perfect workshop to help your 
team make a fresh start when it comes 
to their health and wellbeing! Together, 
we’ll help everyone create their own 
vision and health plan for the months 
ahead with the aim of reprogramming 
unhealthy habits, getting on track by 
eating well, sleeping well and keeping 
active. By the end of this session your 
team will be armed with the power of 
planning, be inspired and motivated  
and have the tools they need to make 
healthy changes ACTUALLY happen,  
and stick in their life! 
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WINTER WELLBEING  
— Keep well and boost 
productivity over the chilly season  

Our immune systems can take a knock 
throughout winter, it’s when businesses 
see their sick leave requests peak. 
Staying fighting fit throughout the 
colder months starts from the inside 
out. This workshop takes your team 
through everything they need to know 
about getting the right nutrients to 
support their wellbeing, how to improve 
gut health, boost energy, strengthen 
resilience and bust away those winter 
blues. Build a strong, resilient and 
energised workforce with the help  
of this inspiring and engaging workshop.
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NUTRITION KNOW HOW  
— Fuel your fire and feel fantastic

There are so many different options 
when it comes to health and nutrition 
it can be overwhelming knowing where 
to start! This workshop is all about 
cutting through the confusion with 
evidence-based, practical advice on how 
to choose foods that support wellbeing, 
fuel the brain and encourage optimal 
performance! Plus, it will help with the 
‘how to’, making it easier to work out 
what to choose when shopping for food 
and make it simple to plan meals and  
eat well even when life is busy! 
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BUILD YOURSELF  
A HEALTHIER LIFE  
– Making healthy, easy

Do you have employees who work long  
shifts? Or maybe a team that is factory 
based, out on building sites or driving 
long distances where it can be all too  
easy to just grab an energy drink and 
food from the dairy to get through the 
day? This workshop has been designed  
to offer simple, practical ideas that will 
help your team understand how the 
food they choose acts as fuel to get them 
through the day. It will also lift the lid on 
common mistakes that can sap energy! 
This super practical session offers ideas 
to eat well on a budget, even when you 
are short on time.
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Vinisha Lal, Safety 
and Wellness 
Coordinator,  

2 Degrees

“The session today was 
fantastic. Hannah had a  
lot of good insights and 

simple practical tips.  
Thank you so much.”

Te Wānanga  
o Aotearoa  
webinar attendee

“Excellent webinar.  
I stayed engaged the  

entire time. Information  
is on point and relevant.”
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•  Workshops are a fantastic way to get information and  
ideas across to a group but it’s even better when the 
sessions are combined with individualised advice!  
These personalised sessions will really help your staff  
to apply the advice to their own lives based on their 
 specific needs and circumstances.

•  One of our amazing Dietitians/Nutritionists can  
spend time individually with members of your team  
either before or after a workshop or they can be  
done without having run a workshop at all.

•  After completing a health and wellbeing assessment  
we will offer personalised, practical advice to help each 
member of your team make changes which support  
them to reach their goals.

•  These sessions can either be 25 or 50 minutes. 

If you are running a health and wellbeing Expo, you need us 
there! We can do all sorts of fun, interactive and educational 
things to help your staff learn more about eating well  
and inspire them to take better care of themselves.

•  We have fat/sugar demos, healthy lunch box examples, 
build a breakfast sundae challenge, guess the protein 
challenge, smoothie making (including access to a smoothie 
bike), healthy takeaway comparison, mini 1:1’s, body fat 
scales, healthy snack swaps and food samples.

Anna Jones FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 

CONTACT: Workplace Wellbeing Manager | hello@missionnutrition.co.nz  
www.missionnutrition.co.nz

Lakshmi, Ernst and 
Young, Oceania 
Wellbeing Senior 
Consultant

Danielle Sims, Training and 
Development Manager, FNZ

“Our people absolutely loved 
their consults! We have really 

enjoyed working with you, 
thank you for being so helpful  

and flexible throughout.”

“The convenience of having the one to  
one nutrition sessions onsite made a big 

difference for our people and our team came 
away with actionable tips straight away.  
The entire Mission Nutrition team have  

been amazing to deal with and supportive 
throughout the whole process”

Belinda Dickson, 
People and Culture 

Advisor, Delegat

“The webinar was great thanks!!  
We have really good feedback 

from those that attended.”

Mission Nutrition can come to you!

ON SITE  
NUTRITION 
CONSULTATIONS 

WELLNESS 
EXPOS 


